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BRICS De-dollarization Hype — But Will Reality Begin to Dawn, that Nothing New Is on the
Table, Really?

By Prof. Patrick Bond, April 20, 2023

The geopolitical situation today appears new and different because of the alleged upscaling
of multipolarity.  But it’s not easy to translate these fast-shifting political  and territorial
alliances into monetary and currency strengths.

The CO2 Hoax, ChatGPT, and God

By Mark Keenan, April 20, 2023

A  neighbor  seeking  the  truth  about  climate  change  and  what  causes  it  –  made  the
catastrophic  mistake  of  seeking  the  answers  to  these  life-defining  questions  from  a  non-
living  computer  program known as  ChatGPT.   The  questions  are  below in  bold  –  the
responses from ChatGPT follow.

Video: Has Germany Become a Colony of the United States?

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, April 20, 2023

In  late  December   2021,  National  Security  Advisor  Jake  Sullivan  convened  what  was
described as “a newly formed task force” (Joint Chiefs of Staff, CIA, State Department, and
Treasury) pertaining to Russia’s War preparations. Within the group, there was a debate as
to what action was to be taken regarding Nord Stream. “The CIA argued that whatever was
done, it would have to be covert. Everyone [in the task force] involved understood the
stakes”.
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Sikh Diaspora-Revival of the Khalistan Independence Movement

By Sajjad Shaukat, April 20, 2023

After the brutal operation Blue Star launched by the Indian Army in 1984 at highly sacred
Sikh religious place-the Golden Temple complex (Harmandir  Sahib)  in  Amritsar,  Punjab
where  their  spiritual  leader  Sant  Jarnail  Singh  Bhindranwale  had  taken  shelter,  the
international  community  had  thought  that  perhaps  Sikhs  have  become  lethargic  in
connection  with  their  demand  for  an  independent  state  in  the  Indian  Punjab,  named
Khalistan.

“The Future of Health Summit”: Blowing Up the World for Big Pharma

By Michael Bryant, April 20, 2023

To fully appreciate the importance of the Covid Era to the Pharmaceutical Industry we revisit
the “Future of Health Summit” held at the Milken Institute on Oct. 28-29, 2019. 

Young Chefs Are Dying Suddenly and Unexpectedly. 28 Sudden Deaths, COVID-19 Vaccine
Mandates?

By Dr. William Makis, April 20, 2023

I  have  not  seen  any  explanation  why  so  many  chefs  have  been  dying  suddenly  or
unexpectedly  in  their  30s,  40s  and 50s.  Women and men.  Consequence of  COVID-19
vaccine mandates? Something else?

Australia, A Tragic Window into the Truth. Excess Mortality in 2021-22 Following Roll-out of
COVID Injections

By Brucha Weisberger, April 20, 2023

Secret  Australian  Government  Data  confirms  the  country  suffered  a  devastating  5162%
increase in excess deaths in 2022 compared to the height of the COVID Pandemic in 2020.

Why Is Europe in the Pits? “Its Economic Suicide”
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By Peter Koenig and Press TV, April 20, 2023

The European Economy is on the brink. The IMF has dire predictions for 2023 and for the
foreseeable future. It states falsely the war in Ukraine as being responsible for the European
economic decline, by creating energy shortages, food shortages, rising price, increasing
interest rates – and more.

Will the West Turn Ukraine Into a Nuclear Battlefield?

By Joshua Frank, April 20, 2023

It’s  sure  to  be  a  blood-soaked  spring  in  Ukraine.  Russia’s  winter  offensive  fell  far  short  of
Vladimir Putin’s objectives, leaving little doubt that the West’s conveyor belt of weaponry
has aided Ukraine’s defenses.

Democratic Transition Further Delayed by Military Clashes in Sudan

By Abayomi Azikiwe, April 20, 2023

The Sudanese Armed Forces (SAF) and the Rapid Support Forces (RSF) both claimed in the
days leading up to the proposed signing of yet another transitional agreement, that they
were committed to a new democratic dispensation.

The Leaks of “Secret Documents” Reveal Reality Behind U.S. Propaganda in Ukraine

By Medea Benjamin and Nicolas J. S. Davies, April 20, 2023

The U.S. corporate media’s first response to the leaking of secret documents about the war
in Ukraine was to throw some mud in the water, declare “nothing to see here,” and cover it
as a depoliticized crime story about a 21-year-old Air National Guardsman who published
secret documents to impress his friends.
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